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Appendix 2: Scope and Sequence: Schedule for Topics and Skills

This page intentionally left blank.

Week
Spelling 
Rules Copywork Application Creative Expression

1 Consonants Italicize Titles Diamond Notes Unit 1: Lesson 1 (Writing Process)
Diamond Notes Unit 1: Lesson 2 (Writing Process)

2 c or g followed 
by vowels a, o, 
or u

Subjects; Verbs; Sentence Frag-
ments

Diamond Notes Unit 2: Lesson 1 (Writing Process)
Diamond Notes Unit 2: Lesson 2 (Writing Process)

3 Review Capitalization Diamond Notes Unit 3: Lesson 1 (Writing Process)
Diamond Notes Unit 3: Lesson 2 (Writing Process)

4 Short vowel 
sounds

I/me; We/us Diamond Notes Unit 4: Lesson 1 (Writing Process)
Diamond Notes Unit 4: Lesson 2 (Writing Process)

5 Short Vowel 
Sounds

Similes Diamond Notes Unit 5
Review Diamond Notes

6 Long vowel 
sounds

Farther/Further; Capitalization; 
Common and Proper Nouns

Who’s Who? (Description)
The Character Highlighted (Description) 

7 Long vowel 
sounds

Exclamations; Questions Developing Detail (Description)
Detailed Descriptions (Description)

8 Review Prepositions and Prepositional 
Phrases

History (Imagination)
Imagine Yourself in History (Imagination)

9 Compound 
words

Adjectives; Homophones  
(mechanics)

Shape Poem (Poetry)
Acrostic Poem (Poetry)

10 Consonant 
blends

Quotations; Sentence Forms Prepare to Write a Journal Entry (Brainstorm)
Journal Time (Brainstorm)

11 Consonant 
blends; words 
ending in y

Dialogue; Direct Address Pick a Title (Imagination)
Write From the Title Prompt (Imagination)

12 Consonant 
digraphs; y at 
the beginning 
of words

Antonyms Discuss Directions (Expository)
Writing Directions (Expository)

13 Review Possession Dialog (Voice)
Another Conversation (Voice)

14 r after a vowel Pronouns; Abbreviations Homonyms and Homophones (Comprehension)
Write Right (Comprehension)

15 Review A/An; Directions Point of View Fairy Tale (Imagination/Analysis)
Write the Point of View Fairy Tale  (Imagination/Analysis)

16 Contractions Abbreviations and Titles Story-Starter Picture (Imagination)
A New Tale (Imagination)

17 Plural Coordinating Conjunctions The Persuasive Letter (Analysis)
Write the Persuasive Letter (Analysis)

18 Adding suf-
fixes

Capital letters; plurals; –ing end-
ings

The Life Story of a Coin(Imagination)
Write about a Coin (Imagination)

19 Adding suf-
fixes

Adverbs Describe Your Favorite Place (Description)
Write about your Favorite Place (Description)

(continued on the following page)
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Week
Spelling 
Rules Copywork Application Creative Expression

20 Adding suf-
fixes

You’re/Your; Comparatives; Su-
perlatives

Quatrain (Poetry)
Limerick (Poetry)

21 Review Linking Verbs How Stories Change (Analysis)
Retell a Story (Narrative)

22 Review Vivid Vocabulary Award-Winning Characters (Description)
Introduce the Best Character (Description)

23 Vowel digraph Auxiliary Verbs Interview My Favorite Adult (Research)
Write the Favorite Adult Paragraph (Research)

24 Vowel digraph Rambling Sentences A Character’s Decision (Analysis)
Give a Character Advice (Analysis)

25 Diphthong Verb Tense When I Grow Up…(Imagination)
30-Year-Old Journal Entry (Imagination/Description)

26 Review Capital Letters Fun, Unplugged (Analysis)
Paragraph About Powerless Play (Analysis)

27 Prefixes and  
Suffixes

Simple Sentences Story-Starter Picture (Imagination)
Begin the Short Story (Imagination)

28 Base word Antecedents If I Were an Explorer… (Imagination)
Be an Explorer (Imagination)

29 Review Combining Sentences with Co-
ordinating Conjunctions; Com-
pound Sentences

Animal Migration Web (Imagination)
Imaginative Animal Migration (Imagination)

30 Time Order Words Two Possible Stories (Imagination)
Choose the Best Version (Imagination)

31 Synonyms A Notorious Trait Due to an Imaginative Cause 
(Imagination/Analysis)
Write About the Notorious Trait (Imagination/Analysis)

32 Commas Plan a Flyer Advertisement (Brainstorm)
Create the Flyer (Artistic)

33 Synonyms Its/it’s (Mechanics) Research for a Biography (Research)
Write a Biography (Description)

34 Homophones Quotations Compare and Contrast Characters (Analysis)
A Tale of Two Characters (Analysis)

35 Apostrophes—Contraction and 
Ownership

Answer the Questions (Brainstorm)
Write the Question Poem (Poetry)

36 Review Varying Sentence Length The Absolute Favorite Book (Summary)
The Absolute Favorite Book Report (Summary)

Glossary of Phonics Rules

1. Vowels surrounded by consonants or followed by one 
or more consonants are usually short: map, bet, hit, 
toss, bun. [Upper grades: Vowels in closed syllables 
(i.e., syllables that end with a consonant) are normally 
short.]

2. Double consonants sound the same as single con-
sonants; however, they are not digraphs when at a 
syllable break in the middle of a root word1: abbot, 
accord, puddle, skiff, jiggle, skill, etc.

3. The letters c and k, together, form a digraph (a single 
speech sound) that sounds just like k by itself: back, 
buck.

4. The qu combination makes the /kw/ sound: quick, 
queen, sequester. 

5. The letters t and h, together, form a digraph (a single 
speech sound). Sometimes the th digraph is vocalized, 
as in than, them, and with; sometimes it is unvocalized, 
as in thrash, thud, and pith.2

6. When a one-syllable word ends in y, the y makes the 
long-i sound: my, by. 

7. The letters w and h, together, form a digraph (a single 
speech sound) /wh/: what, who, why, wheel.

8. Two vowels together, especially ai, ay, ea, ee, and 
oa, normally form a single sound, the long sound of 
the first vowel. (Put another way: “When two vowels 
go walking, the first one does the talking”; or “When 
two vowels meet, the first one says its name.”) Vowel 
combinations that make a single sound are called di-
graphs. Examples of the ai, ay, ea, ee, and oa digraphs: 
bait, say, eat, week, boat.

9. When words end in s or x and need to be written in 
the plural form an -es is added to the root word to 
give the ear a chance to hear the final s, which makes 
the /z/ sound: passes, fusses, frizzes, prizes.

10. The or digraph normally makes the sound of a long-o 
and r as in morning, fort, and porch, but it can also 
make the schwa-r sound as in word and worth.

1. Digraphs cannot be split, whereas doubled consonants at syllable 
breaks in the middle of words usually can (and must) be split: ab/bot, ac/
cord, pud/dle, jig/gle.

2. To demonstrate vocalized vs unvocalized sounds, place your fingers 
on your throat, on either side of your “Adam’s apple” or larynx. Say the 
/z/ and /s/ sounds. You should notice that, while your tongue and mouth 
stay in exactly the same configuration for both sounds, your throat 
vibrates with the /z/ sound and it is still for the /s/ sound. The vibration 
is from your vocal chords vibrating. That is what vocalization is all about. 
Now say the word that very slowly. You will feel your vocal chords vibrate 
on the /th/ sound. Say thud and you will find your vocal chords do not 
vibrate when you say the /th/ sound. Now try similar experiments with 
other letters and letter-pairs. (How about comparing t and d? Are they 
the same in any way? Different? How about the /k/ and /g/ sounds? …)

11. The letter o, when doubled, can make the short-oo 
sound as in book and cook or the long-oo sound as in 
cool and boon.

12. The letter combinations er, ir, and ur normally make 
the sound of the shwa-r as in her, fir, and turn.

13. When a syllable or short word ends in e, i, or o, the 
vowel is usually long (i.e., it says its name): be, besides, 
hi, hijack, so, soda.

14. Words that end with –al plus a final -k, -l, or -m sound 
as if they end with a short-o and the sound of the final 
consonant: walk, ball, calm.

15. If an e at the end of a word is preceded by a vowel, or 
a vowel and a single consonant, then the vowel that 
comes before the e is long (“says its name”) and the 
final e is silent: made, precede, hike, smoke, blue.

16. The letters c and g normally become soft (c makes the 
/s/ sound; g makes the /j/ sound) when they are fol-
lowed by e, i, or y: proceed, cinder, cycle; gentle, giant, 
apology. 

17. The letters c and h, together, usually form a digraph (a 
single speech sound) /ch/, whether at the beginning 
or end of a word: chicken, China, much. Some words 
with Greek roots may include a ch digraph that makes 
the /k/ sound: Christian, psychology. Some words with 
French origins may include a ch digraph that makes 
the /sh/ sound: quiche, cartouche.

18. The letters p and h, together, form a digraph (a single 
speech sound) /f/: physical, graph.

19. The letters g and h, together, usually form a digraph 
(a single speech sound). The digraph is often the /f/ 
sound: cough, laugh; but is sometimes the /g/ sound: 
ghastly, ghost, ghetto; and is sometimes silent (bough, 
bought). When at a break between syllables, the g 
and h will not form a digraph, but will be pronounced 
separately: fog/horn.

20. The /ch/ sound at the end of a word is often spelled 
–tch: patch, scotch.

21. The letter b is often silent when it comes immediately 
after the letter m and has no other consonants follow-
ing: crumb, numb. (Notice that the b is not silent when 
it is followed by another letter: crumble and rumble.)

22. The vowels o and u together often form a digraph (a 
single speech sound) /ow/ as in sound, bout, or couch. 
But the ou digraph can make many other sounds as 
well: a short u sound as in touch or rough; a long-oo 
sound as in through, rouge, and tour; a short-o sound 
as in cough, ought, and bought. There are also a few 
words in which ou can make a long-o sound (thor-
ough, your, borough), or—when followed by r—a 
schwa-r sound (courage).


